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AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGES

•  Aggressive growth 

• Data scattered within multiple tools

• Time consuming processes

BENEFITS

• Improved resource management 

• Processes shortened significantly 

•  Gained 10% of their day back to improve 
projects

Tampa General Instantly 
Boosts Project Success 
Rate By 11 Percent in 
three months

When spreadsheets and email proved unable to 
handle Tampa General’s project workload, PMO 
manager Tiffany Schepens went with Workfront for 
simple, powerful visibility. The results were immediate.

UNPREPARED FOR THE FUTURE

In the fall of 2012, Tampa General Hospital was in the midst of aggressive 
growth. Their PMO was at the forefront of this effort, maintaining the 
hospital’s IT portfolio and any other process improvement or other 
operational projects they were assigned. Their workload was only expected 
to increase as they neared 2013 with an anticipated 70 projects and the 
opening of several ambulatory clinics. Using only Microsoft Excel, Microsoft 
Project, and Sharepoint as a document repository and calendar, PMO 
manager Tiffany Schepens knew the PMO was unequipped for such growth.

With data scattered between multiple tools, too much of the PMO’s time was 
spent on updating documents, calculating capacity, and compiling project 
information for leadership. The intake of a single project request would 
absorb several hours of planning and discussion to determine resource 
availability and portfolio alignment— just to take a request to governance 
for approval. With no system to capture project data in one place, 
communications between team members were often maintained through 
email and lost once the project was completed.

Unable to see and plan for what work was coming down the pipeline, 
Tiffany and her team found themselves getting surprised by projects and 
feeling overwhelmed by the task of effectively resourcing projects. If her 
team was going to succeed in the coming year, Tiffany knew they would 
need a better solution.
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A SOLUTION IN SIMPLICITY

As Tiffany began searching for a new work management solution, she knew she 
needed one platform that her entire team could use, but this meant the solution 
would have to be intuitive enough for even her non-project managers to pick up 
easily with very little training. Most of the other tools she researched, including 
Microsoft Project Server, looked too complicated.

As soon as she found Workfront Enterprise Work Cloud, she recognized the solution 
to her team’s woes. The interface would be welcoming and familiar enough for 
all members of her team to adopt quickly. Workfront would also allow Tiffany to 
upload her team’s historical data to more accurately forecast project due dates 
and resource needs right out of the gate. To make sure the implementation of the 
product matched Tampa General’s unique needs, Workfront would provide an on-
site consultant to evaluate the PMO’s processes and build best practices directly 
into their new solution.

Tampa General implemented Workfront in late 2012 and was up and running with 
the new solution in January 2013.

SEEING MORE, DOING MORE

As soon as Workfront was implemented in the PMO, Tiffany began seeing instant 
improvement. Suddenly, she could see everything that was being worked on across the 
IT department and what each team had on their respective plate. Each team member 
could see what had been done the week before, what was currently being done, and 
would be coming in the next few weeks. With real- time portfolio and resource reports 
right in front of Tiffany, her project request intake process time shrank significantly. At 
any time, she could show executive management the work performed, how upcoming 
projects could impact the portfolio, and more—all in customized, intuitive reports.

This level of visibility also changed the team’s productivity. Freed from performing the 
manual work of gathering data, Tiffany and her team got back an estimated 10 percent 
of their time to improve their projects. Project meetings that had stretched out to 1.5 
hours before were now wrapped up in 30 minutes. Project managers could launch into 
projects sooner because they had all the information they needed up front. With this 
communication and progress, confidence in the team— from within and without—began 
to flourish.

“A LOT OF THE TOOLS THAT 
WE RESEARCHED LOOKED 
VERY COMPLICATED. BUT 
WHEN WE LOOKED AT 
WORKFRONT, IT HAD A LOOK 
AND FEEL THAT I KNEW 
MOST OF THE TEAM HERE 
WOULD BE COMFORTABLE 
WITH. IF THEY WANTED TO 
QUICKLY FIND INFORMATION, 
THEY WOULD BE ABLE TO 
DO THAT.” 

–Tiffany Schepens 
Manager of IT PMO, 
Tampa General Hospital

“IT WAS ABOUT 20 HOURS A WEEK OF MANUAL WORK, SITTING DOWN, CHECKING 
ON PROJECTS, GETTING UPDATES FROM PROJECT MANAGERS, AND UPDATING 
DOCUMENTS. IT WAS VERY, VERY TIME-CONSUMING.”

–Tiffany Schepens 
Manager of IT PMO 
Tampa General Hospital
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning, tracking, 
collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

•  Increase communication and transparency

•  Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement

To learn how Workfront can help your team, view the demo at: www.workfront.com/demo

With such improvements happening across the team, as of the spring of 2013, Tiffany 
had already forecasted the team’s success rate (i.e. the percentage of projects 
completed within 10 days of their projected due date) would rise 11 percent in just the 
first few months of 2013.

“BEFORE WORKFRONT, IN 2012, WE HAD AN 84-PERCENT SUCCESS RATE. NOW, AFTER 
USING WORKFRONT FOR ONLY A FEW MONTHS, WE’RE
PROJECTING A 93-PERCENT SUCCESS RATE IN 2013.”

–Tiffany Schepens 
Manager of IT PMO 
Tampa General Hospital


